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Welcome to Penn Law's monthly e-brief, a digest of the Law School's top news stories and events.
Penn Law welcomes the class of 
2019!
New research from the Quattrone 
Center examines the repercussions 
of the cash bail system
Penn Law hires new standing 
faculty, welcomes new fellows
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Summer Employment 
Dispatch: Leah Wong L'18 at the 
Office of the U.N. High 
Commissioner of Human Rights
Five Penn Law alumni win national 
fellowships to pursue public interest 
careers
Emma Rose Bienvenu LLM'16 
discusses the LLM summer program 
at Penn Law 
Brett Peanasky L’16 channels 
passion for policy and architecture 
into career
Prof. Roosevelt unpacks the issues 
critical to the debate over gun 
control on Case in Point podcast
Penn Law PI podcast: Joanna Visser 
Adjoian L'10 discusses juvenile 
justice reform
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Follow along with the latest in life at 
Penn Law by following us on social 
media!
Like Tweet Forward to Friend
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